The GST Teacher Center presents

A Conference Day for Special Area Teachers
January 28, 2019
Corning-Painted Post High school
Morning and Afternoon sessions,
lunch on your own.

Physical Education teachers
C-PP HS Back Gym:

Park in large back lot at fieldhouse entrance; follow odd/even parking signs if parking on the street.

Facilitator: Rob Arciolla, Elmira

Morning: Growth Mindset in the Gym--review of Carol Dweck and Simon Sinek's work with
a focus of application in gym class.
Afternoon: PE EdCamp--teacher designed and facilitated small group discussion.

Art Teachers
C-PP HS Room F118

follow above directions for parking

Facilitator: Kathy Pilling-Whitney, Elmira
Morning: A Standards Make and Take: Aligning Lessons and Filling Gaps--Workshop
session that involves aligning current practices with new standards; noting what
standards are currently implemented through instruction, as well as where gaps may
exist. Teachers will have opportunity to create a new lesson, and implement standard(s)
identified previously as a gap in teaching
It is preferred that teachers bring a laptop or other device to this session; if this isn't
possible, teachers should bring a hard copy lesson plan.
Afternoon: Differentiating Instruction--Workshop session that involves differentiating
lesson plans in the art classroom so that learning is accessible to all students. Tips and
techniques that can be implemented immediately.

Music teachers
C-PP HS Room F119

follow above directions for parking

Facilitator: Nikki Cole, Bath
Morning: A Standards Make and Take: Aligning Lessons and Filling Gaps--Workshop
session that involves aligning current practices with new standards; noting what
standards are currently implemented through instruction, as well as where gaps may
exist. Teachers will have opportunity to create a new lesson, and implement standard(s)
identified previously as a gap in teaching.
It is preferred that teachers bring a laptop or other device to this session; if this isn't
possible, teachers should bring a hard copy lesson plan.
Afternoon: A Standards Make and Take: Survey Standards-Based Music Lesson
Exemplars and then create your own!--View exemplar lessons from each Artistic Process
and sketch a lesson idea that you'd like to implement in your classroom. Repeat with each
Artistic Process. Participants will leave with four lesson ideas that can be implemented in
the classroom.

You are welcome to register for AM and/or PM sessions—if you are
needed in your district for a part of the day, you are still welcome to
participant in our offerings when you are available.
To register, e-mail teachercenter@gstboces.org
Remember, if you find you are unable to attend a workshop for which you are
registered, please let us know, as a courtesy to us and to the presenter who
is expecting you.
BUSH Campus, Building 11, 459 Philo Road, Elmira NY 14905
607-739-3581
BATH, VEW School, 216 Maple Heights, Bath NY 14810
607-281-3172

